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Advanced	Premium	Tax	Credits	(APTC)	are	
based	on	the	relaEon	ship	of	the	cost	of	the	
benchmark	plan,	aka	the	2nd	least-expensive	
Silver	plan	available	on	the	exchange	to	your	
household	income.	

The	difference	between	the	benchmark	plan	
cost	&	a	%	of	your	income	=	your	credit.	



Advance	Premium	Tax	Credit	(APTC)	
Examples	

•  Single	40-yr	old	adult,	non-smoker,	no	kids,	Oakland	County	

•  At	150%	FPL	($18,000):	$272/month*	

•  At	300%	FPL	($36,000):	$46/month	

•  At	450%	FPL	($54,000):	$0/month	(no	APTC)	

•  In	Oakland	Cty,	unsubsidized	Benchmark	Plan	for	them	=	$332/mo	=	$3,984/year	

•  Blue	Care	Network	Of	Michigan	·	Blue	Cross®	Metro	Detroit	HMO	Silver	Saver	

•  At	150%	FPL,	4.03%	income	=	$725/yr		>>		$3,984	-	$725	=	$3,259	=	$272/mo	

•  At	300%	FPL,	9.56%	income	=	$3,442/yr	>>	$3,984	-	$3,442	=	$542	=	$46/mo	
•  At	450%	FPL,	NO	TAX	CREDITS;	must	pay	full	price	regardless.	

•  *IMPORTANT:	At	100-250%	FPL	(up	to	$30K/yr	for	single	adult),	also	qualifies	for	
Cost	Sharing	ReducNons	on	Silver	plans	to	cut	down	deducNbles/co-pays	



Advance	Premium	Tax	Credit	(APTC)	
Examples	

•  Family	of	4:	2	adults	age	35,	2	kids	age	8	&	10,	non-smoker,	Oakland	County	
•  At	150%	FPL	($37,000):	$510/month	for	parents*;	children	qualify	for	CHIP	
•  At	300%	FPL	($74,000):	$443/month	(all	4	members)	
•  At	450%	FPL	($110,000):	$0/month	(no	APTC)	(all	4	members)	

•  In	Oakland	County,	unsubsidized	Benchmark	Plan	for	them	=	
–  $635/mo	=	$7,620/year	(for	parents	only…150%	scenario)	
–  $1,032/mo	=	$12,384/yr	(for	all	4	family	members…300%	/	450%	scenarios)	

•  Blue	Care	Network	Of	Michigan	·	Blue	Cross®	Metro	Detroit	HMO	Silver	Saver	
•  At	150%	FPL,	4.03%	income	=	$1,491/yr		>>		$7,620	-	$1,491	=	$6,129	=	$510/mo	
•  At	300%	FPL,	9.56%	income	=	$7,074/yr	>>	$12,384	-	$7,074	=	$5,310	=	$443/mo	
•  At	450%	FPL,	doesn’t	ma9er;	must	pay	full	price	regardless.	

•  *IMPORTANT:	At	100-250%	FPL	(up	to	$61.5K/yr	for	family	of	4),	also	qualifies	for	Cost	
Sharing	ReducNons	on	Silver	plans	to	cut	down	deducNbles/co-pays	



You	May	Qualify	for	Tax	Credits	in	2018	
EVEN	IF	You	DIDN’T	Qualify	in	2017!	

•  Advance	Premium	Tax	Credits	(APTC)	for	individual	market	enrollees	are	
available	to		those	earning	100-400%	of	the	Federal	Poverty	Line,	on	a	
sliding	scale	

•  The	FPL	increases	by	1	–	1.5%	in	2018,	so	400%	of	that	increases	by	
anywhere	from	$720	-	$1,200/year	depending	on	household	size.		



Michigan	specifically:	~27%	overall,	~17%	without	CSR	factor,	~14%	without	Mandate	threat	



Michigan:	Health	Alliance	Plan	dropped	off	
exchange	but	8	other	carriers	sEll	parEcipaEng	



So	What’s	With	This	Crazy	Pricing	Business?	
Silver	Loading	&	the	Silver	Switcharoo	Explained:	

•  Assume	Blue	Cross	has	100,000	enrollees	at	$500/mo	on	average	this	
year	($600,000,000	in	total	revenue)	

•  Assume	Blue	Cross	planned	to	raise	premiums	10%	avg.	($50/mo,	or	
$60	million	total)	to	cover	rising	costs/etc.	

•  Assume	they	projected	$90	million	in	CSR	assistance	next	year.	
•  They’re	required	to	pay	that	out	to	help	qualified	enrollees	(100-250%	

FPL	on	Silver).	
•  The	federal	government	is	supposed	to	reimburse	them	for	that,	but	

Trump	stopped	making	those	payments.	
•  Since	they	have	to	pay	the	$90M	out	but	aren’t	gonna	get	it	paid	back,	

they	have	to	make	up	the	money	somewhere	else.	
•  Thus,	they	have	to	raise	premiums	by	$90	million	more	to	make	up	the	

difference.	
•  That	means	instead	of	raising	rates	10%,	they	raise	them	around	30%	

($150	million	total).	
•  However,	that	also	means	that	TAX	CREDITS	INCREASE	by	about	30%	to	

match	for	those	who	qualify	for	subsidies.	



So	What’s	With	This	Crazy	Pricing	Business?	
Silver	Loading	&	the	Silver	Switcharoo	Explained:	

•  Most	carriers	(including	in	Michigan)	did	something	clever:	The	“Silver	Load”,	in	
which	they	load	the	total	CSR	amount	only	onto	Silver	plans.	

•  That	means	Bronze,	Gold	and	Pla'num	only	go	up	10%,	but	Silver	will	go	up,	
say,	50%…	

•  ...which	in	turn	means	that	tax	credits	increase	by	50%,	not	30%…	

•  ...which	means	the	net	cost	of	Silver	plans	don’t	go	up	at	all...but	Bronze,	Gold	
&	PlaEnum	prices	drop	compared	to	this	year…	

•  Which	means,	in	many	states,	some	Gold	plans	cost	less	than	Silver,	&	some	
Bronze	plans	are	dirt	cheap	or	cost	nothing	at	all	aoer	tax	credits	are	applied!	

•  In	~20	states,	carriers	went	one	step	further:	They	loaded	CSR	costs	onto	ON-
EXCHANGE	Silver	(but	not	onto	off-exchange	plans)…	

•  …which	concentrates	the	tax	credits	even	further	(say,	~60%	hike	for	on-
exchange	Silver	vs.	10%	for	everything	else…including	off-exchange	Silver)…	

•  …and	then,	they	offer	a	“mirror”	off-exchange-only	Silver	plan	at	only	+10%	for	
unsubsidized	enrollees	(the	Silver	Switcharoo).	(example	savings:	$550/mo	vs.	
$800/mo	or	$3,000	for	a	single	adult)	









Example	of	
Silver	
Loading	

Beneficiary:	
•  Single	40-yr	old	adult,	

non-smoker,	no	kids,	
Oakland	County	

•  At	150%	FPL	($18,000):	
$272/month*	

•  At	300%	FPL	($36,000):	
$46/month	

•  At	450%	FPL	($54,000):	
$0/month	(no	APTC)	

BRONZE	OPTIONS	
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Trump	Administra'on	has	
confused	people	about	
the	individual	mandate…	

February	

October	

The	individual	mandate	penalty	is:	
• 	$695	per	adult	/	$347.50	per	child	or	
• 	2.5%	of	your	household	income	

(whichever	is	greater)	
• 	There	are	exempEons	for	hardship/etc.	



Center	for	American	Progress	analysis	of	GOP	“Tax	Reform”	Bill:	
Avg.	individual	market	premium	increase	for	a	family	of	4	in	2019:	

$1,990/year	(naEonal	avg.)	/	$1,520/year	(Michigan	avg.)	
Increase	in	Uninsured	as	of	2025:	13	million	(naEonal)	/	398,000	(Michigan)	

IMMEDIATE	funding	cuts	to	Medicare:	$25	BILLION	(naEonal)	/	$903	MILLION	(Michigan)		



Other	Ques'ons:	
•  What are the changes happening to the ACA this year that are designed to sabotage the law: enrollment period 

and in person assistance cut, advertising slashed, negative ads placed on YouTube 
Marketing slashed 90%; outreach slashed 40%; etc. 

•  Do the cuts and rate hikes apply to insurance plans you get from an employer 
NO, INDIVIDUAL MARKET ONLY (employer plans do go up modestly each year but for unrelated reasons) 

•  Will newly enrolled people be able to receive the same coverage and protections as in the past? 
YES 

•  Will people currently enrolled maintain all their current protections? Under the ACA do protections such as not 
being denied coverage for a pre-existing condition and being able to keep a child on your plan until the age of 26 
apply do everyone no matter how you get your insurance? 
YES 

•  Is the expanded Medicaid program, Healthy MI, part of the ACA? Is Trump going to cut funding for this program? 
What would it mean for those covered by it? 
YES, HEALTHY MI = ACA MEDICAID EXPANSION. AROUND 650,000 MICHIGANDERS ENROLLED. 

•  What will be the effect in MI of the EO that allows for cheaper association plans or buying across state lines? 
NO IDEA. 

•  Are there any other EO’s that Trump could take that would further damage the ACA? 
NO IDEA. 
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BE	CAREFUL	about	throwing	around	terms	like	
“Single	Payer”	and	“Medicare	for	All”	

The Dungeons & Dragons Character 
Attributes of healthcare coverage: 



BE	CAREFUL	about	throwing	around	terms	like	
“Single	Payer”	and	“Medicare	for	All”	

Medicare is excellent, but it is not comprehensive, has limits on coverage, 
requires premiums/deductibles/co-pays, etc.

Overall, Medicare has an AV rating of around 80%, give or take…about 
the same as an ACA exchange Gold plan.

http://www.kff.org/health-reform/issue-brief/how-does-the-benefit-value-of-medicare/



KEY	SINGLE	PAYER	QUESTIONS:	

•  Religious	Resistance:	Assuming	100%	federally	
funded,	what	about	the	Hyde	Amendment?	
ContracepEon	(Hobby	Lobby)?	Needle	exchanges/
HIV	prevenEon?	Living	wills/EOL	care?	

•  Na'vist	Resistance:	Assuming	100%	federally	
funded,	what	about	undocumented	immigrants?	
Covered,	not	covered?	

•  Employee	Resistance:	What	happens	to	the	1-2	
million	who	work	for	the	insurance	industry	and/or	
related	industries?	Retraining?	



KEY	SINGLE	PAYER	QUESTIONS:	

•  Provider	Resistance:	Medicare	reimburses	~80%;	
Medicaid	~50%	on	average.	If	Medicare	rates,	docs/
hospitals	take	20%	pay	cut;	if	Medicaid	rates,	50%	
pay	cut.	OK	w/that?	

•  Change	Resistance:	Under	ACA,	5-6M	scheduled	to	
have	policies	terminated	12/31/13	&	flipped	out;	
backlash	over	170-250M	being	required	to	switch	to	
totally	new	policy/plans?	

•  Psychological	Resistance:	On	paper,	“$4K	more	in	
taxes	to	save	$5K	in	costs”	is	a	no-brainer;	in	reality,	
people	just	hear	“more	taxes”		



NY	Times:	Best	Healthcare	System	in	the	World?	
Aaron	Carroll	&	Aus'n	Frakt	

hVps://www.nyWmes.com/interacWve/2017/09/18/upshot/best-health-care-system-country-bracket.html	

•  Aaron	E.	Carroll,	MD,	MS	is	a	Professor	of	Pediatrics	
and	Associate	Dean	for	Research	Mentoring	at	
Indiana	University	School	of	Medicine.	He	is	also	the	
director	of	the	Center	for	Health	Policy	and	
Professionalism	Research.	

•  AusEn	Frakt	is	a	health	economist,	associate	
professor,	and	researcher;	the	creator,	co-manager,	
and	a	primary	author	of	The	Incidental	
Economist;	and	a	regular	contributor	to	The	New	
York	Times’	The	Upshot.	



NY	Times:	Best	Healthcare	System	in	the	World?	

• 	Compared	the	healthcare	systems	of	8	different	naEons	across	a	variety	of	criteria:	

• 	Canada	
• 	Great	Britain	
• 	Singapore	
• 	Germany	

• 	Switzerland	
• 	France	
• 	Australia	
• 	The	United	States	

• 	Judges	included	Carroll	&	Frakt	along	with	economists	&	healthcare	system	experts	
Craig	Garthwaite,	Uwe	Reinhardt	and	Ashish	Jha	



NY	Times:	Best	Healthcare	System	in	the	World?	

Canada	vs.	Britain:	Single-Payer	Showdown	

Both	have	single-payer	systems,	but	vary	in	the	government’s	role	and	in	what	is	covered.	

In	Canada,	the	government	finances	health	insurance,	and	the	private	sector	delivers	a	lot	of	the	
care.	Insurance	is	run	at	the	province	level.	Many	Canadians	have	supplemental	private	insurance	
through	their	jobs	to	help	pay	for	prescrip'on	drugs,	den'sts	and	optometry.	The	government	ends	
up	paying	for	about	70	percent	of	health	care	spending	in	all.	

Britain	has	truly	socialized	medicine:	The	government	not	only	finances	care,	but	also	provides	it	
through	the	Na'onal	Health	Service.	Coverage	is	broad,	and	most	services	are	free	to	ciEzens,	with	the	
system	financed	by	taxes,	though	there	is	a	private	system	that	runs	alongside	the	public	one.	About	
10	percent	buy	private	insurance.	Government	spending	accounts	for	more	than	80	percent	of	all	
health	care	spending.	

U.S.	analogues	are	Medicare	(more	like	Canada)	and	the	Veterans	Health	AdministraWon	(more	like	
Britain).	

Canada	and	Britain	are	pre9y	similar	in	terms	of	spending	—	both	spend	just	over	10	percent	of	G.D.P.	
on	health	care.	They	also	have	reasonably	similar	results	on	quality,	although	neither	ranks	near	the	
top	in	the	usual	internaEonal	comparisons.	In	terms	of	access,	though,	Britain	excels,	with	shorter	wait	
Emes	and	fewer	access	barriers	due	to	cost.		

Our	pick:	Britain,	4-1	



NY	Times:	Best	Healthcare	System	in	the	World?	

United	States	vs.	Singapore:	A	Mix	of	Ideas	

The	United	States	has	a	mix	of	clashing	ideas:	private	insurance	through	employment;	single-payer	
Medicare	mainly	for	those	65	and	older;	state-managed	Medicaid	for	many	low-income	people;	
private	insurance	through	exchanges	set	up	by	the	Affordable	Care	Act;	as	well	as	about	28	million	
people	without	any	insurance	at	all.	Hospitals	are	private,	except	for	those	run	by	the	Veterans	Health	
Administra'on.	

Singapore	has	a	unique	approach.	Basic	care	in	government-run	hospital	wards	is	cheap,	some'mes	
free,	with	more	deluxe	care	in	private	rooms	available	for	those	paying	extra.	Singapore’s	workers	
contribute	around	37	percent	of	their	wages	to	mandated	savings	accounts	that	may	be	spent	on	
health	care,	housing,	insurance,	investment	or	educaEon,	with	part	of	that	being	an	employer	
contribu'on.	The	government,	which	helps	control	costs,	is	involved	in	decisions	about	invesEng	in	
new	technology.	It	also	uses	bulk	purchasing	power	to	spend	less	on	drugs,	controls	the	number	of	
medical	students	and	physicians	in	the	country,	and	helps	decide	how	much	they	can	earn.	

Singapore’s	system	costs	far	less	than	America's	(4.9	percent	of	G.D.P.	versus	17.2	percent).	Singapore	
doesn’t	release	the	same	data	as	most	other	advanced	naEons,	although	it’s	widely	thought	that	it	
provides	pre9y	good	care	for	a	small	amount	of	spending.	Others	counter	that	access	and	quality	vary,	
with	wide	dispariEes	between	those	at	the	top	and	bo9om	of	the	socioeconomic	ladder.		

Our	pick:	United	States,	4-1	



NY	Times:	Best	Healthcare	System	in	the	World?	

France	vs.	Australia:	Everyone	Covered	

The	list	of	services	covered	in	France	is	more	extensive	than	in	Australia	--	perhaps	more	than	in	any	other	
health	care	system.	Australia	has	the	advantage	in	expense.	

Australia	provides	free	inpa'ent	care	in	public	hospitals,	access	to	most	medical	services	and	prescrip'on	
drugs.	There	is	also	voluntary	private	health	insurance,	giving	access	to	private	hospitals	and	to	some	
services	the	public	system	does	not	cover.	

The	government	pays	for	at	least	85	percent	of	outpa'ent	services,	and	for	75	percent	of	the	medical	fee	
schedule	for	private	pa'ents	who	use	public	hospitals.	PaEents	must	pay	out	of	pocket	for	whatever	isn’t	
covered.	Most	doctors	are	self-employed,	work	in	groups	and	are	paid	fee-for-service.	More	than	half	of	
hospitals	are	public.	

Everyone	in	France	must	buy	health	insurance,	sold	by	a	small	number	of	nonprofit	funds,	which	are	largely	
financed	through	taxes.	Public	insurance	covers	between	70	percent	and	80	percent	of	costs.	Voluntary	
health	insurance	can	cover	the	rest,	leaving	out-of-pocket	payments	relaEvely	low.	About	95	percent	of	the	
popula'on	has	voluntary	coverage,	through	jobs	or	with	the	help	of	means-tested	vouchers.	The	Ministry	of	
Health	sets	funds	and	budgets;	it	also	regulates	the	number	of	hospital	beds,	what	equipment	is	purchased	
and	how	many	medical	students	are	trained.	The	ministry	sets	prices	for	procedures	and	drugs.	

The	French	health	system	is	relaEvely	expensive	at	11.8	percent	of	G.D.P.,	while	Australia’s	is	at	9	percent.	
Access	and	quality	are	excellent	in	both	systems.			

Our	pick:	France,	4-1	



NY	Times:	Best	Healthcare	System	in	the	World?	

Switzerland	vs.	Germany:	Neighborly	Rivalry	(page	1)	

Germany’s	system	and	Switzerland’s	have	a	lot	in	common.	Germany	has	slightly	be9er	
access,	especially	with	respect	to	costs.	Switzerland	has	higher	levels	of	cost-sharing,	but	its	
outcomes	are	hard	to	beat	—	arguably	the	best	in	the	world.	

Like	every	country	here	except	the	U.S.,	Switzerland	has	a	universal	health	care	system,	
requiring	all	to	buy	insurance.	The	plans	resemble	those	in	the	United	States	under	the	
Affordable	Care	Act:	offered	by	private	insurance	companies,	
community	rated	and	guaranteed-issue,	with	prices	varying	by	things	like	breadth	of	
network,	size	of	deducEble	and	ease	of	seeing	a	specialist.	

Almost	30	percent	of	people	get	subsidies	offsevng	the	cost	of	premiums,	on	a	sliding	
scale	pegged	to	income.	Although	these	plans	are	offered	on	a	nonprofit	basis,	insurers	can	
also	offer	coverage	on	a	for-profit	basis,	providing	addiEonal	services	and	more	choice	in	
hospitals.	For	these	voluntary	plans,	insurance	companies	may	vary	benefits	and	premiums;	
they	also	can	deny	coverage	to	people	with	chronic	condiEons.	Most	doctors	work	on	a	
na'onal	fee-for-service	scale,	and	paEents	have	considerable	choice	of	doctors,	unless	
they've	selected	a	managed-care	plan.		



NY	Times:	Best	Healthcare	System	in	the	World?	

Switzerland	vs.	Germany:	Neighborly	Rivalry	(page	2)	

A	majority	of	Germans	(86	percent)	get	their	coverage	primarily	though	
the	na'onal	public	system,	with	others	choosing	voluntary	private	health	
insurance.	Most	premiums	for	the	public	system	are	based	on	income	and	paid	for	
by	employers	and	employees,	with	subsidies	available	but	capped	at	earnings	of	
about	$65,000.	PaEents	have	a	lot	of	choice	among	doctors	and	hospitals,	and	
cost	sharing	is	quite	low.	It's	capped	for	low-income	people,	reduced	for	care	of	
those	with	chronic	illnesses,	and	nonexistent	for	services	to	children.	

There	are	no	subsidies	for	private	health	insurance,	but	the	government	
regulates	premiums,	which	can	be	higher	for	people	with	pre-exisEng	condiEons.	
Private	insurers	charge	premiums	on	an	actuarial	basis	when	they	first	enroll	a	
customer,	and	subsequently	raise	premiums	only	as	a	funcEon	of	age	—	not	health	
status.	Most	physicians	work	in	a	fee-for-service	seyng	based	on	negoEated	rates,	
and	there	are	limits	on	what	they	can	be	paid	annually.	

Both	systems	cost	their	countries	about	11	percent	of	G.D.P.	

Our	pick:	Switzerland,	3-2	



NY	Times:	Best	Healthcare	System	in	the	World?	

Switzerland	vs.	Britain:	Meaning	of	a	Market	

How	does	the	cost-effecEveness	of	Britain's	"socialized	medicine"	stack	up	against	the	compeEEve	but	
heavily	regulated	private	system	of	Switzerland?		

Our	pick:	Switzerland,	3-2	

France	vs.	United	States:	Access	vs.	Innova'on	

France	has	extensive	coverage,	with	costs	that	are	high	relaEve	to	many	other	naEons.	The	U.S.	system,	
praised	as	dynamic	and	innovaEve,	is	even	more	expensive,	falls	short	of	universal	coverage	and	can	be	
bewilderingly	complex.	Which	do	our	experts	prefer?		

Our	Pick:	France,	3-2	

France	vs.	Switzerland:	Top	of	the	Mountain	

France's	system	is	impressively	comprehensive	and	in	some	respects	simpler.	Switzerland	relies	on	a	
compeEEve	yet	much-regulated	system	of	private	insurers.	Which	has	the	edge	and	why?	

Our	pick:	Switzerland,	3-2	
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The	U.S.	Healthcare	Coverage	Landscape	
as	of	2009	(around	307	million	people	total)	

EMPLOYER	SPONSORED	
COVERAGE	(ESI):	~147	million	(48%)	

MEDICARE:	~50	million*	(16%)	

MEDICAID/CHIP:	~55	million*	(18%)	

*(~8M	dual-eligible	Medicare/Medicaid)	

INDIVIDUAL	MARKET:	~11	million	(3.5%)	

OTHER:	~4	million	(1.3%)	

UNINSURED:	~48	million	(16%)	

TOTAL:	~307	million	
(total	higher	to	dual-eligibles	being	double-counted)	





The	U.S.	Healthcare	Coverage	Landscape	
as	of	2009	(around	307	million	people	total)	

EMPLOYER	SPONSORED	
COVERAGE	(ESI):	~147	million	(48%)	

MEDICARE:	~50	million*	(16%)	

MEDICAID/CHIP:	~55	million*	(18%)	

*(~8M	dual-eligible	Medicare/Medicaid)	

INDIVIDUAL	MARKET:	~11	million	(3.5%)	

OTHER:	~4	million	(1.3%)	

UNINSURED:	~48	million	(16%)	

TOTAL:	~307	million	
(total	higher	to	dual-eligibles	being	double-counted)	





Mini-Meds	aka	“Junk	Plans”	

“McDonald’s	“McCrew	Care”	benefits…require	employees	to	pay	
$56/month	for	basic	coverage	that	provides	up	to	$2,000	in	
benefits/year…Ruby	Tuesday	charges	workers	$18.43/week…
for	coverage	that	provides	up	to	$1,250	in	outpaNent	care	
and	$3,000	in	inpaNent	hospital	care.	Denny’s	basic	plan	for	
hourly	employees	in	2010	provided	no	coverage	for	inpaNent	
hospital	care	and	capped	coverage	for	doctor	office	visits	at	
$300/year.”	

--Kaiser	Family	FoundaEon,	2011	
h9p://kff.org/health-reform/perspecEve/what-is-a-mini-med-plan/	



PARTIAL	LIST	OF	PRE-EXISTING	CONDITIONS	
as	defined	by	major	insurance	carriers	pre-ACA	

• 	Acne	
• 	Acromegaly	
• 	AIDS	or	ARC	
• 	Alzheimer's	Disease	
• 	Amyotrophic	Lateral	Sclerosis	
• 	Anemia	(AplasEc,	Cooley's,	
		HemolyEc,	Mediterranean/Sickle	Cell)	
• 	Anxiety	
• 	AorEc	or	Mitral	Valve	Stenosis	
• 	Arteriosclerosis	
• 	ArteriEs	
• 	Asbestosis	
• 	Asthma	
• 	Bipolar	disease	
• 	Cancer	
• 	Cardiomyopathy	
• 	Cerebral	Palsy	(infanEle)	

• 	Chronic	ObstrucEve	Pulmonary	
Disease	
• 	Cirrhosis	of	the	Liver	
• 	CoagulaEon	Defects	
• 	CongesEve	Heart	Failure	
• 	Cys'c	Fibrosis	
• 	DemyelinaEng	Disease	
• 	Depression	
• 	DermatomyosiEs	
• 	Diabetes	
• 	Dialysis	
• 	Esophageal	VaricosiEes	
• 	Friedreich's	Ataxia	
• 	HepaEEs	(Type	B,	C	or	Chronic)	
• 	Menstrual	irregulariEes	
• 	Mul'ple	Sclerosis	
• 	Muscular	Dystrophy	
• 	Myasthenia	Gravis	

• 	Obesity	
• 	Organ	transplants	
• 	Paraplegia	
• 	Parkinson's	Disease	
• 	Polycythemia	Vera	
• 	Pregnancy	
• 	PsoriaEc	ArthriEs	
• 	Pulmonary	Fibrosis	
• 	Renal	Failure	
• 	Sarcoidosis	
• 	Scleroderma	
• 	Sex	reassignment	
• 	Sjogren's	Syndrome	
• 	Sleep	apnea	
• 	Transsexualism	
• 	Tuberculosis	

hVp://www.kff.org/health-reform/issue-brief/	
pre-exisWng-condiWons-and-medical-underwriWng-in-the-individual-insurance-market-prior-to-the-aca/	



Medicaid	Expansion	
•  Expands	Medicaid	eligibility	to	EVERYONE	up	to	138%	FPL	($16.6K/

yr	for	individual)	regardless	of	pre-ACA	eligibility	
•  31	states	+	DC	expanded;	19	states	(all	GOP	held)	s'll	refusing	
•  ~2.6	MILLION	people	caught	in	Medicaid	Gap:	Don’t	qualify	for	

Medicaid,	but	earn	too	lixle	to	qualify	for	ACA	tax	credits	

•  October	2013:	57.4	million	enrolled	in	Medicaid	
•  October	2016:	74.4	million	enrolled	in	Medicaid	
•  Net	increase	of	17.0	million	
•  14.0	million	of	that	due	to	ACA	expansion	(+special	from	NY)	
•  3-4	million	via	“Woodworkers”…people	who	were	already	eligible	

for	Medicaid	pre-ACA	but	either	didn’t	know	it	or	were	reluctant	to	
unEl	the	ACA	went	into	effect.	



ACA	Improvements	for	other	sec'ons:	

•  INDIVIDUAL	MARKET:	Young	Adults	can	stay	on	parents’	plan	un'l	
they	turn	26	

•  GROUP	MARKETS:	
•  NO	Annual	or	Life'me	limits	on	coverage	for	ANYONE	
•  ALL	plans	must	cover	a	range	of	preventa've	care	services	at	$0	out	of	

pocket	cost	
•  YOUNG	ADULTS	can	stay	on	parents’	plans	un'l	26	

•  MEDICARE:	Closes	Part	D	Donut	hole;	extends	funding	by	7	years	

•  MEDICAID:	Requires	standardized	EssenEal	Health	Benefits	

•  A	whole	mess	of	other	stuff	





The	U.S.	Healthcare	Coverage	Landscape	
as	of	2009	(around	307	million	people	total)	

EMPLOYER	SPONSORED	
COVERAGE	(ESI):	~147	million	(48%)	

MEDICARE:	~50	million*	(16%)	

MEDICAID/CHIP:	~55	million*	(18%)	

*(~8M	dual-eligible	Medicare/Medicaid)	

INDIVIDUAL	MARKET:	~11	million	(3.5%)	

OTHER:	~4	million	(1.3%)	

UNINSURED:	~48	million	(16%)	

TOTAL:	~307	million	
(total	higher	to	dual-eligibles	being	double-counted)	



EMPLOYER	SPONSORED	
COVERAGE	(ESI):	~155	million	(48%)	

MEDICARE:	~56	million*	(17%)	

MEDICAID/CHIP:	~74	million*	(23%)	
					(net	increase:	~17	million	since	2013)	

*(~11M	dual-eligible	Medicare/Medicaid)	

INDIVIDUAL	MARKET:	~18	million	(5.6%)	
					(net	increase:	~7	million)	

OTHER:	~4	million	(1.2%)	

UNINSURED:	~28	million	(9%)	

TOTAL:	~324	million	
(total	higher	to	dual-eligibles	being	double-counted)	

The	U.S.	Healthcare	Coverage	Landscape	
as	of	2017	(around	324	million	people	total)	

~14M	

~7M	







Michigan:	~210K	high-subsidy	exchange;	~657K	
Medicaid;	~94K	young	adults;	~868K	total	(9%	pop.)	
MI-09	(Levin):	~19K	exchange,	~41K	Medicaid,	8,400	young	adults	



ACA	Enrollees	in	Michigan	/	Oakalnd	County	

•  Statewide:	~935K	=	Exchange	or	Medicaid	expansion	(9.4%	pop)	
–  ~420,000	in	individual	market	(~4.2%	of	pop)	

•  260,000	enrolled	in	ACA	exchange	individual	plans	(2.6%	of	pop)	
–  ~220,000	subsidized,	~40,000	unsubsidized	

•  ~160,000	enrolled	in	off-exchange	individual	plans	
–  ~675,000	in	Medicaid	exp.	(Healthy	Michigan)	(~6.8%	of	pop)	

•  Oakland	Cty.:	~120,000	=	Exchange/Medicaid	expansion	(9.7%	pop)	
–  ~66,000	in	individual	market	(~5.3%	of	pop)	

•  ~42,000	enrolled	in	ACA	exchange	individual	plans	(3.4%	of	pop)	
–  ~31,000	subsidized,	~11,000	unsubsidized	

•  ~17,000	enrolled	in	off-exchange	individual	plans	
–  54,000	in	Medicaid	expansion	(Healthy	Michigan)	(~4.3%	of	pop)	



ACA	Enrollees	in	Michigan	/	Saginaw	County	

•  Statewide:	~935K	=	Exchange	or	Medicaid	expansion	(9.4%	pop)	
–  ~420,000	in	individual	market	(~4.2%	of	pop)	

•  260,000	enrolled	in	ACA	exchange	individual	plans	(2.6%	of	pop)	
–  ~220,000	subsidized,	~40,000	unsubsidized	

•  ~160,000	enrolled	in	off-exchange	individual	plans	
–  ~675,000	in	Medicaid	exp.	(Healthy	Michigan)	(~6.8%	of	pop)	

•  Saginaw	Cty.:	~21,700	=	Exchange/Medicaid	expansion	(11.2%	pop)	
–  ~7,200	in	individual	market	(~5.3%	of	pop)	

•  ~4,700	enrolled	in	ACA	exchange	individual	plans	(3.7%	of	pop)	
–  ~4,200	subsidized,	~500	unsubsidized	

•  ~17,000	enrolled	in	off-exchange	individual	plans	
–  14,500	in	Medicaid	expansion	(Healthy	Michigan)	(~7.5%	of	pop)	



Who	are	the	remaining	uninsured?	

h9p://www.kff.org/health-reform/issue-brief/esEmates-of-eligibility-for-aca-coverage-among-the-uninsured-in-2016/	



Who	are	Indy	Exchanges	&	Medicaid	
Expansion	Working/Not	Working	for?	



Who	are	Indy	Exchanges	&	Medicaid	
Expansion	Working/Not	Working	for?	



Legi'mate	Problems	w/the	ACA:	

INDIVIDUAL	MARKET:	

TAX	CREDITS/FINANCIAL	ASSISTANCE:	
•  APTC	is	simply	too	skimpy	&	doesn’t	apply	to	enough	people	

(400%	FPL	cut-off,	not	generous	enough	from	250-400%)	

•  CSR	fine	from	100-200%	FPL,	too	skimpy	from	200-250%,cuts	off	at	250%	

INDIVIDUAL	MANDATE	PENALTY:	
•  Mandate	penalty	is	simply	too	small	to	be	properly	effecEve	





Legi'mate	Problems	w/the	ACA:	

INDIVIDUAL	MARKET:	
•  FAMILY	GLITCH	(~3M	people):	If	one	member	of	family	is	enrolled	in	

employee-only	ESI,	rest	of	family	doesn’t	qualify	for	exchange	subsidies	
•  SKINNY	PLAN	GLITCH	(4.5M):	Employer-based	Catastrophic	plans	being	

“le|	on	the	table”	disqualifies	employees	from	ACA	exchange	tax	credits	
•  UNDOCUMENTED	IMMIGRANTS	(5.4M):	Undocumented	immigrants	

aren’t	eligible	for	either	Medicaid	or	ACA	exchange	plans	even	at	full	price	
•  RISK	CORRIDOR	MASSACRE:	2014	Marco	Rubio	sabotage	stunt;	

undermined	funding	of	one	of	3	ACA	market	stabilizaEon	programs;	
helped	wipe	out	over	a	dozen	Co-Ops,	kicked	800K	off	plans,	class	acEon	
lawsuits	sEll	pending,	billions	sEll	legally	owed	to	many	carriers	sEll	
operaEng.	



2018	Michigan	Indy	Market	Rate	Hikes?	
•  Statewide	average	UNSUBSIDIZED	individual	market:	

–  ~20%	increase	if	CSR	payments	are	made	(~$482/mo)	
~27%	increase	if	CSR	payments	aren’t	made	(~$511/mo)	
(2017	avg.:	$402/mo	unsubsidized,	$152/mo	subsidized)	

–  Blue	Cross	Blue	Shield:	27%	(if	CSRs	are	paid)	or	32%	(CSRs	aren’t	paid)	
–  Blue	Care	Network:	14%	(if	CSRs	are	paid)	or	23%	(CSR	aren’t	paid)		



Legi'mate	Problems	w/the	ACA:	

INDIVIDUAL	MARKET:	

COST	SHARING	REDUCTIONS:	
•  House	GOP	filed	lawsuit		in	2014	claiming	CSR	payments	weren’t	

formally	appropriated	
•  Suit	mainly	for	show,	never	really	expected	it	to	succeed	
•  Federal	judge	surprised	all	by	ruling	in	their	favor	
•  Judge	issued	stay	of	ruling	pending	appeal	at	GOP	request	
•  As	result,	Trump	can	pull	plug	at	any	Eme	&	2018	reimbursements	

are	highly	uncertain,	causing	carriers	to	demand	massive	rate	2018	
hikes	due	specifically	to	this	issue	alone	

•  Total	Requested	Avg.	Hikes:	~29%	across	46	states	
•  PorEon	due	to	CSR	reimbursement	uncertainty:	~15%	





IF	I	RAN	THE	ZOO…	
•  1.	Appropriate	the	CSR	reimbursement	payments:	A	simple,	

87-word	bill/amendment	passed	either	standalone	or	as	an	
amendment	to	some	other	budget	bill:	

•  RESULT:	Peace	of	mind	for	2017,	2018	and	beyond.	Rates	drop	
by	~20%.	Carriers	reassured	of	stability	of	market	going	
forward,	some	reverse	course	&	jump	back	into	exchanges.		



IF	I	RAN	THE	ZOO…	
2.	Restore	Risk	Corridor	funding	(&	extend	it	indefinitely).	The	money	is	

legally	owed	to	the	carriers	to	begin	with,	carriers	are	mostly	winning	
their	lawsuits	anyway	(which	means	it’ll	have	to	be	paid	out	sooner	or	
later)	and	the	program	works	just	fine	for	Medicare	Part	D.	

3.	Fix	the	“Family	Glitch”:	Other	family	members	should	qualify	for	APTC/CSR	
even	if	someone	in	the	family	is	covered	by	ESI.	Sen.	Al	Franken	has	
already	introduced	a	bill	to	do	just	this.	

4.	Fix	the	“Skinny	Plan	Glitch”:	Require	ESI	policies	to	be	at	least	equivalent	of	
a	full	ACA	exchange	SILVER	plan	before	making	employees	ineligible	for	
APTC/CSR	assistance	on	individual	exchange.	

5.	Encourage	the	19	Remaining	States	to	Expand	Medicaid:	Offer	either	reset	
bu9on	on	3-year	100%	funding	deal	or	allow	them	to	lower	eligibility	to	
100%	FPL	instead	of	138%.	

6.	Encourage	more	states	to	offer	BHP	Program	



IF	I	RAN	THE	ZOO…	
7/8:	THE	BIG	ONES:	REMOVE	THE	APTC	CAP	&	BEEF	‘EM	UP	BELOW	THAT:	

•  Remove	400%	maximum	cap	(sEll	tapering	off),	beef	‘em	up	below	that.	

•  Raise	the	cap	on	CSR	from	250%	to	500%,	(tapering	off),	remove	Silver	
exclusivity	

•  $15B/year	should	do	it.	Change	APTC	structure	to	something	like	this:	



IF	I	RAN	THE	ZOO…	
9:	INCREASE	THE	INDIVIDUAL	MANDATE	(yes,	I	said	it):	

Other	na'ons	w/enrolment	mandate	penal'es:	

h9ps://www.healthinsurance.org/blog/2016/09/14/do-we-need-a-sEffer-individual-mandate-penalty/	



IF	I	RAN	THE	ZOO…	
10.   Require	ALL	individual	market	polices	be	sold	ON	EXCHANGE	ONLY	

11.   Allow	Undocumented	Immigrants	to	enroll	On	Exchange	(at	full	price)	

12.   Contractually	'e	Medicare	Advantage	/	MCO	contracts	to	exchange	
par'cipa'on	

13.   Reinstate	a	PERMANENT	Federal	Reinsurance	Program	
14.   Expand	the	80/20	MLR	requirement	to	include	PHARMA	

15.   Allow	Medicare	to	Nego'ate	Drug	Prices!	

16.   Fix	“Silver	Spam”	Gaming	Problem	(&	make	standardized	plans	
mandatory)	

17.   Merge	Ra'ng	Areas	Statewide	in	states	w/more	than	one	

18.   Merge	Individual	&	Small	Group	Risk	Pools	in	states	which	don’t	yet	
19.   UNLEASH	THE	PUBLIC	OPTION	KRAKEN	(and/or	55+	Medicare	Buy-In)	

20.   REPEAL	THE	EMPLOYER	MANDATE	(but	only	aoer	enac'ng	most	of	the	
other	items	on	the	list,	especially	#3	&	4).	



“105%	Rate	Hike	Due	to	
Obamacare”?	

•  Only	included	HC.gov	states	
•  Doesn’t	include	tax	subsidies	for	
50%	of	the	market	

•  Apples/Oranges	since	44	states	
allowed	discriminaEon/cherry-
picking	of	those	w/pre-exisEng	
condiEons	prior	to	the	ACA	

•  With	tax	credits	included,	average	
4-yr	increase	drops	to	13%	



Average	Rate	Hikes	
On	Individual	Market	

2013	-	2017	
Across	all	50	states	
(DC	not	included):	

• 		Avg.	SUBSIDIZED:	+13%	
• 		Avg.	UNSUBSIDIZED:	+84%	

• 	~15%:	Infla'on/ACA	taxes		
• 	~35%	=	Guaranteed	Issue	
(carriers	can	no	longer	cherry-pick	
enrollees	by	denying	coverage	to	
those	with	pre-exisWng	condiWons)	
• 	~25%	=	Community	Ra'ng	
(carriers	can	no	longer	charge	more	
for	the	same	policy	based	on	
medical	condiWon,	gender,	or	age	
beyond	3:1	raWo)	
• 	~25%	=	Essen'al	Health	Benefits	
(all	policies	now	have	to	cover	
actual	healthcare	services	
including	10	EHBs)	

hVp://health.oliverwyman.com/transform-
care/2017/08/analysis_impact_of.html	



•  If	you	only	look	at	states	which	already	had	
Guaranteed	Issue	in	place	pre-ACA,	it	paints	a	very	
different	picture:	Rates	actually	~16%	lower	than	in	
2016	even	at	full	(unsubsidized)	price.	



So,	what’s	in	Trumpcare?	
“American	Health	Care	Act”	or	“AHCA”	(House	version)	

“Be9er	Care	ReconciliaEon	Act”	plan	or	“BCRAp”	(Senate	version)	
>>>		“Graham-Cassidy”	bill	(last-minute	“Hail	Mary”	version)	<<<	



What	would	Graham-Cassidy	Do?	
•  Eliminate	the	ACA’s	marketplace	subsidies	and	

enhanced	matching	rate	for	the	Medicaid	expansion	and	
replace	them	with	an	inadequate	block	grant.	

•  Block	grant	funding	would	be	well	below	current	law	
federal	funding	for	coverage,	would	not	adjust	based	on	
need,	would	disappear	altogether	aoer	2026	

•  Convert	Medicaid’s	current	federal-state	financial	
partnership	to	a	per	capita	cap,	which	would	cap	and	cut	
federal	Medicaid	per-beneficiary	funding	for	seniors,	
people	with	disabiliEes,	and	families	with	children.	



What	would	Graham-Cassidy	Do?	

•  Destabilize	the	individual	insurance	market	in	the	short	
run	—	by	eliminaEng	federal	subsidies	to	purchase	
individual	market	coverage	and	eliminaEng	the	ACA’s	
individual	mandate	to	have	insurance	or	pay	a	penalty	—	
and	in	the	long	run.	

•  Aoer	2026,	once	the	bill’s	block	grant	funding	ends,	it	
would	amount	to	repeal	of	the	ACA’s	major	coverage	
provisions	with	no	replacement	—	an	approach	that	the	
Congressional	Budget	Office	(CBO)	esEmated	would	
cause	32	million	people	to	lose	coverage	and	lead	
individual	markets	to	collapse	in	most	of	the	country.	







Graham-Cassidy	Timeline/Deadline	
Reconcilia'on	expires	9/30.	

In	order	to	pass,	Graham-Cassidy	would	need:	

•  ✔ Bill	text	

•  ✖	CBO	Score	(rushing	by	shi|ing	analysts	from	CHIP)	

•  ? AHCA	deficit	savings	(must	save	at	least	as	much)	

•  ✖ BYRD	Bath	(Senate	Parlimentarian)	

•  ✖ Vote-a-rama	(amendments	voted	on)	

•  ?	50	votes	(will	McCain	and/or	Murkowski	fold?)	

•  ? Final	House	vote	(take	it	or	leave	it	due	to	Eming)	







GOP	Obstruc'on/Sabotage	
•  Co-Ops	were	short-changed	from	the	start	

($10B	in	grants	whi9led	down	to	$2.4B	in	short-term	loans)	

•  19	States	Refused	to	take	Medicaid	Expansion	
(2.6	million	people	le|	w/no	coverage	opEons,	higher	premiums	
in	those	states)	

•  Gleeful	Obstruc'on	of	Enrollment	Efforts	

--Atlanta	Journal-ConsEtuEon,	4/16/15	



GOP	Obstruc'on/Sabotage?	
•  Axempted	to	kill	tax	credits	in	2/3	of	states	

(King	v.	Burwell	a9empted	to	wipe	out	subsidies	using	a	
laughable	claim	based	on	a	stupid	dra|ing	glitch;	shot	down	
by	SCOTUS)	

•  Axemp'ng	to	kill	Cost	Sharing	Reduc'ons	
(House	GOP	sued	Obama	Admin	over	CSRs,	case	pending)	

•  The	Risk	Corridor	Massacre	
(Marco	Rubio	&	Co.	added	poison	pill	to	must-pass	Cromnibus	
Bill	in	Dec.	2014	effecEvely	defunding	Risk	Corridor	program,	
helping	to	cause	2/3	of	Co-Ops	&	at	least	1	private	carrier	
going	bankrupt)	



GOP	Obstruc'on/Sabotage?	
•  Pulled	Adver'sing	during	cri'cal	final	week	

(Trump/HHS	Sec.	Price	deliberately	yanked	markeEng/
outreach	of	HealthCare.Gov	over	final	5	days	of	2017	Open	
Enrollment	Period.	Result?	HC.gov	enrollment	down	5%	even	
as	12	state-based	exchanges	increased	2%)	

•  Day	One	Execu've	Order	
(Trump	issued	an	EO	within	hours	of	taking	office	instrucEng	
all	departments	to	do	everything	possible	to	weaken/
undermine	ACA…including	not	enforcing	individual	mandate)	

•  Jerking	Carriers	Around	re.	CSR	
Reimbursement	Payments	
(This	alone	is	directly	responsible	for	15-60%	of	2018	rate	
hikes…according	to	the	carriers	themselves)	



Impending	Poten'al	
Trump/GOP	Sabotage	this	fall:	

•  Minimal/non-existent	adverEsing/outreach	
•  Understaffing	of	call	centers/support	staff	
•  Underpowered	server	bandwidth	at	HC.gov	
•  Misentered	enrollment	instrucEons/policies	
•  Confusing/missing	confirmaEon/status	noEces	
•  Inaccurate	tax	credits	formulas/details	
•  Burying/removing	“window	shopping”	tool	
•  Etc	(the	possibiliEes	are	endless)	



THE	CRUZ-LEE	AMENDMENT:	



ACA	Enrollees	in	Michigan	/	Marquexe	

•  Statewide:	~935K	=	Exchange	or	Medicaid	expansion	(9.4%	pop)	
–  ~420,000	in	individual	market	(~4.2%	of	pop)	

•  260,000	enrolled	in	ACA	exchange	individual	plans	(2.6%	of	pop)	
–  ~220,000	subsidized,	~40,000	unsubsidized	

•  ~160,000	enrolled	in	off-exchange	individual	plans	
–  ~675,000	in	Medicaid	exp.	(Healthy	Michigan)	(~6.8%	of	pop)	

•  Marquexe	County.:	~6,300	=	Exchange/Medicaid	expansion	(9.4%	pop)	
–  ~3,600	in	individual	market	(~5.4%	of	pop)	

•  2,200	enrolled	in	ACA	exchange	individual	plans	(3.3%	of	pop)	
–  ~2,000	subsidized,	~200	unsubsidized	

•  ~1,400	enrolled	in	off-exchange	individual	plans	
–  4,100	in	Medicaid	exp.	(Healthy	Michigan)	(~6.1%	of	pop)	




